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Extras with Relief .BRUSSELS (Reuters) -
Belgium’s civil service decided on Friday to
suspend several senior civil service officials, a
newspaper said, citing sources, just weeks after
one of its members was jailed in the so-called
“Carrouselgate” scandal. The decision comes a
day after Belgium’s state secretary for foreign
affairs, Didier Reynders, resigned, a move that
was expected after he refused to agree a
government decision to strip two ministers of
their posts and hand them to justice officials to
face charges.Low-field NMR experiments:
pushing the resolution limit using a tripod-based
stereoscopic technique. Solid state NMR
experiments are often performed at low
magnetic field strengths. In this limit, high
sensitivity is obtained by using paramagnetic
impurities in the sample. However, in pure



samples, the dipolar field caused by the
molecules in the sample is used for alignment
and selectivity, even at low fields. We present a
novel technique that can be used to decrease the
errors arising from this dipolar field by using a
parallel alignment of the magnetic field in three
different directions. At low field, this alignment
results in a triple-quantum (TQ) experiment. As
the field is increased, the alignment becomes
more effective and leads to the performance of
high resolution experiments. This method is
demonstrated with experimentally obtained
experimental results from a pure sample of the
1H-4H tetramethylammonium nitrate at the BNL
Magnetic Resonance Facility in the Brookhaven
National Laboratory.Q: How to find 5 closest
from 5 to be set what i need to do is, to write
function that find the closest values from my
input array and set them into new array. Now my
codes are working perfectly, but i need to find
best 5 closest values of my array. Here is the
codes: var vowelsArray = [ "aeiou" ];
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